
app presentation

Disclamer- These are almost 90% of the screens.  There can be some changes made 
during the development phase.  These are tentative screens for Trends.



The home screen includes the latest and hottest of 

news that has been upload today in each segment 

based on different categories. The trends knowledge 

interface consists of Trends knowledge home, 

Category, Discover and Search. 

Search can be based on categories and tags.

Home & 
Search Screen
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TRENDS APP UPDATE



TRENDS APP UPDATE
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There will be a segmentation of categories 

that will be based on the ascending order 

of upload and a space for segmentation 

depending on the news.

ii) Article or news can be based on a 

template and series of pictures, title, 

subtitle, description, quotes and dates.

Categories 
& Feed
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TRENDS APP UPDATE

Here one can view stories and news of 

a specific category and can look into 

popular authors and writers profile 

through the discover page.

Discover 
Screen



This is the most important screen when it 
comes to the architecture of the app.  
. 
User can create a match stating the time, court, 
location, number of players, level of the game.  
. 
The creator can also decide whether to keep 
the game as private or just friends or public.  
. 
Once submitted with will act real time.

Trends 
& Menu Panel
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TRENDS APP UPDATE
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TRENDS WEBSITE UPDATE

This is linked with the app and will share a 

common dashboard for upload purposes. There 

would be several categories, a search bar and 

news that will be based on the date of upload.

By clicking on the category button below one 

can choose their favorite category and read 

articles from there.

Website 
Homescreen & 
Category Screen
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TRENDS WEBSITE UPDATE

There are several news article on each 

category that can be seen as a catalogue. 

This has a filter and sorting feature.

The article can be browsed and number of 

views can be seen and people can leave a 

comment for engagement on each article.

Article & 
Catalogue



Thank You


